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Thank you for requesting information on our utility auditing services!
PACIFIC UTILITY AUDIT

We can pretype our Business Contracts for your specific association and send these triplicates to you for signature, or you may use the
Business Contracts that are part of this online Board Packet. You may also visit our website at:

WWW.PACIFICUTILITYAUDIT.COM to

watch videos about our utility auditing service, read our archived magazine articles on utility auditing, or see some of the thousands of
clients we have worked with since 1989 and read about their utility savings stories. If you need any additional booklets, proposal
packages or contracts, please call me!

Remember - a utility audit reduces the per unit utility cost, whereas submetering, new equipment, rebate programs and energy
management services, for examples, only reduce the number of units used! Therefore, utility auditing is completely different from
energy auditing and much more effective at reducing the annual utility cost with no out-of-pocket expenses or changes in
equipment hours or uses!
Pacific Utility Audit specializes in auditing water, sewer, gas, electric, telephone and trash bills for homeowners associations, since two
of its directors were property managers themselves! We have been specializing in this unique area of utility auditing since 1989 and
obtain either refunds/credits or substantial utility savings for 9 out of every 10 CLIENTs that we audit! The great news is that if we
do not find anything, the utility audit is free!
We are the only utility auditing company on the West Coast that conducts on-site inspections of all of our client’s
properties. In fact, half of all utility billing errors that we find are found out in the field. How else can a utility audit determine if a 4”
water service is really a 4” water service, or if sewer service charges are being billed for an irrigation water meter? This seems like
common-sense, but no other competitor that we are aware of, since 1989, has ever actually conducted qualified on-site inspections of
their client’s properties?! Our field teams will locate every utility meter, street light, trash bin, etc. billed to each client, and verify that it
belongs to our client, as well as its use, size, multiplier, lumen rating, etc. and whether or not it is being billed correctly. If we find no
utility billing overcharges or if we find utility billing undercharges, which we can do without alerting the utility companies, we simply let
you know in our report to you, and there is not cost for our service.
Please feel free to call me if you have any questions.

Sincerely,
FOR: PACIFIC UTILITY AUDIT, INC.
Erin Kelly,
Director of Operations
1-800-576-1010
www.PacificUtilityAudit.com
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RE: UTILITY AUDITING SERVICE
Board of Directors:

As a prior Property Manager, I know that utilities are almost always the largest single expense category on any
association's annual budget.
Utilities are always the largest uncontrollable expense. If gas, electric, water, sewer, trash or telephone rates increase, you
are stuck footing the bill. Even if rates remain constant, seasonal weather extremes or changes in consumption can cause wide
fluctuations in the association's cash flow.
These bills appear every month all year long, and we are expected to pay them or else lose the service! Most people, no
matter how sophisticated they are, rarely ever question the validity of these telephone or utility bills. Why? They simply don't have
the information necessary to analyze these bills intelligently. So... they continue to pay them month after month without question.
These utility and telephone bills already represent a sizable percentage of total operating costs, and year after year - they
continue to spiral ever upward.
Utility and telephone bills were once thought of as uncontrollable expenses, but now with proper monitoring, these costs can be
controlled! The result: MORE MONEY AND BETTER CASH FLOW FOR YOUR ASSOCIATION!
To keep pace with the constant changes and regulations, more associations are turning to expert utility and telephone
consultants for help. A utility and telephone consultant can identify factors that cause mistakes and overcharges such as:
Misread and/or miscalibrated meters
Incorrect rate schedule applications
Charges for equipment that was never installed or that has been removed
Misread meter multipliers
Incorrect meter size service charges
Errors in utility tax applications
Overestimated demand readings
And so many more error possibilities that there are too many to list...
www.PacificUtilityAudit.com
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Our consultants compare your utility bills to our data base and our complete tariff library. Then our field investigators conduct an
on-site investigation of the client's property. When we find the mistakes and errors, we then work up a complete report to be

submitted to the utility or telephone companies. It is our job to be the middle person who presents the mistakes and errors that
surface and OBTAIN REFUNDS, CREDITS OR FUTURE SAVINGS FOR YOU.

In many cases, associations are overpaying just because they are not aware of how their utility bills are calculated. In fact,
simply analyzing your association's utility bills will in all probability uncover surprising opportunities for savings.
Our job is to obtain for your association either a refund or credit, as well as minimize your association's future utility costs. We are
a result-oriented business, so we only get paid if we perform! It is a win-win situation for you!
Pacific Utility Audit, Inc. specializes in auditing the utilities of homeowners associations. With our experience and knowledge in
this area, we have obtained significant monetary results for virtually 9 out of every 10 associations that we have
audited!
All associations can benefit from this service and they have the right to have qualified persons helping them. Remember, gas,
electric, trash, water & sewer and telephone bills are going to continue indefinitely. It is our job to make sure that your
association is charged for only your fair share of utility expenses!
Enclosed please find our Business Agreement Forms for your review. In order to start a utility audit of your association's utility bills,
please sign these forms where indicated and return the white copy to us with your utility bills for the most recent 3 - 12 months. It is
only necessary for you to send us the most recent copy of your telephone bills, if applicable, however. If your association is billed for
trash or refuse fees through the city or utility company, we will also audit those utility bills as well. Finally, please send a map or
layout of the association, if available, for use by our field representatives.
Please feel free to call me if you have any questions.
Sincerely,
FOR: PACIFIC UTILITY AUDIT, INC.
Erin Kelly,
Director of Operations
1-800-576-1010
www.PacificUtilityAudit.com
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Thank you for requesting information on our utility auditing services!
PACIFIC UTILITY AUDIT

Board of Directors:

I have included this Business Fact Sheet for your information. I feel that this sheet covers the basics of utility auditing and
also zeros in on the most common questions regarding future utility savings.
BUSINESS FACT SHEET
1. There are numerous and substantial mistakes found on utility and telephone bills.

2. Our company, Pacific Utility Audit, Inc. specializes in helping our clients recover refunds or credits found on utility and telephone
bills.
3. Despite mistakes found on bills, utility companies take the position that it is the customer's responsibility to become aware of
problems and apply for a correction of them.
4. Pacific Utility Audit, Inc. works on a contingency basis. Our fee is tied directly to results. We receive our fee based on a
percentage of the amount recovered for you, whether it is in the form of a cash refund, a credit to your utility account, or future
savings/reductions on your utility bills.
HERE'S HOW WE WORK TO SAVE YOU MONEY
1. You give us your utility bills for the most recent 3 - 12 month period for gas, electric, trash, water & sewer, and your most recent 1
month's period telephone bills.(if possible, otherwise all utility billing records that you can obtain) Please note: this does not mean
that we can only go back one year for refunds; if we find an error on an account, as indicated in these 3 - 12 months of utility bills,
we will determine when the error first occurred, then try to obtain a full refund back to that origination date, whether it is one year
or twenty years!
2. Based on our knowledge of rates, codes, tariffs and billing procedures, we will analyze your utility bills for discrepancies and
overcharges, and conduct an on-site inspection of your property.
3. Assuming after our analysis and on-site inspection that we find you are entitled to a refund or credit, we then negotiate with the
utility and telephone companies on your behalf in order to obtain the largest refund or credit amount possible. If we discover there
are less expensive rate schedules available to you through your current utility provider, we will work with them to place your
accounts on the least expensive rates available to you.
www.PacificUtilityAudit.com
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HOW WE ARE PAID: PAST OVERCHARGES AND FUTURE SAVINGS
Here are a few examples of past overcharges and future savings
Telephone Case:

You have been charged for a phantom line -- one that didn't exist. We are able to go back past years for refunds or credits and also

forward for future savings. The reason we can go forward (future savings) is because this charge would have gone on undetected if
we hadn't found it.
Electric Case:
You have a meter constant that was 60 but should have been 30. This is twice as much electricity as you should have been paying
for. This can be corrected for past refunds or credits as well as for future savings.
Water Case:
In a case where you have a multiple dwelling building that has had water usage based on 60 units, but the charge should have been
for 50 units, because the laundry rooms had been included, this error can be corrected for past refunds or credits as well as for
future savings.
Sewer Case:
In a case where you had been paying sewer fees for a dedicated irrigation meter, this error would result in a case where we could
go back for refunds or credits, and the elimination of future sewer fees would result in future savings as well.
Trash/Refuse Case:
In a case where you were billed trash or refuse fees directly by the utility company, usually on your water and sewer bill, and you
had been charged for 30 trash bins instead of 23 trash bins, we would correct the error and obtain a refund or credit for you. This
would also result in future savings due to the fact that the future bills would be considerably less due to the correction of the error.
Another example would be finding an error in calculation, such as a decimal point error. Many times, this is an erroneous, single
error for one bill only and can be corrected by us for a refund or credit only. There are no future savings in this example since this
was not a recurring error that would have continued indefinitely if we had not discovered it.

Pacific Utility Audit, Inc. acts in a fiduciary relationship with our clients. We will not give out your name or discuss your utility
bills with anyone without your permission.
www.PacificUtilityAudit.com

Utility auditing is not energy management,
retrofitting, rebates, or equipment upgrades.
PACIFIC UTILITY AUDIT

$$$$
$$$$
$$$
$$$

Investing in conservation technologies (motion sensors, spa

Utility Auditing
Pre-Audit Cost

timers, digital controls) and energy efficient equipment

25%

(low-flow fixtures, low-watt bulbs, solar panels, ultra-efficient
boilers) reduces the amount of energy you use. But these
measures don’t reduce the per unit cost of your utilities. Utility

$$
$$

Post-Audit Cost

$$

auditing saves you money every month by identifying errors
and overcharges by your utility provider, as well as determining
lower rates that better match your needs. There are no capital

10 Year Period

Savings

expenses. There’s nothing to install. And you don’t need to
change anything about what you’re doing now.

Energy efficient equipment upgrades are ‘standard best practice’ for achieving lower costs. But they also deliver
diminishing returns. Since utility rates only go up, once new equipment achieves ROI, your financial payback
diminishes every year. When a utility audit identifies a better rate, it reduces your per-unit cost from then on. This
means you continue to get the same percentage of savings every month, even as rates go up. Combined, they
allow you to achieve maximum cost control and energy reduction.

$$$$
$$$$
$$$
$$$

Do Nothing
Utilities Cost

$$$$
$$$$

Efficiency Upgrades*

$$$
$$$

$$
$$

$$
$$

$$

$$

10 Year Period

Utilities Inflation

10 Year Period

Savings

Find out how much you’ve been overpaying for utilities, get it back, and pay less in the future by requesting a
proposal package now.

EMAIL: puainc@yahoo.com

WEBSITE: PacificUtilityAudit.com

PHONE: 800.576.1010

*See details on our website - article entitled Utility Auditing is NOT water conservation, energy auditing, or retrofitting.
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Answers to Your Utility Audit Questions

Here are answers to some of the most commonly asked questions about utility audits

PACIFIC UTILITY AUDIT

1.
1.

Doesn’t a utility audit create more work for the property
manager, business owner and/or management company?
Yes, in the short run.

This is due to the fact that in order to begin a utility audit, we require copies of

the most recent 3 - 12 months of your utility bills, and the signed contracts. Also,

if we find that any accounts were billed incorrectly or we change any rate schedules, you will need to send us
copies of those particular utility bills each month during the contract term so that we can calculate your actual
monthly utility savings.

No, in the long run.

This is because when we reduce your annual utility expenses by billing
corrections and/or lower rate schedules, or put money into your bank account by

obtaining refunds and/or credit adjustments from your utility providers, then you have more money to manage
the property, increase reserve funding or pay for future projects and expenses. Additionally, you can reassure
yourself and others that you are paying the least amount that you can possibly pay for all of your utility
expenses! Finally, we are ‘on retainer’ for our customers, at no charge, so that you can continue to send us your
utility bills once monthly, once annually or on an “as needed” basis.

1.
2.

Don’t utility companies provide a utility audit
service at no charge?
No! This is the most common misconception about utility audits. The Utility companies provide
energy audits, not utility audits!
The utility companies will make suggestions to their customers on how they can reduce their consumption of
electricity, water, gas, etc. by the following two methods: energy efficient equipment or by changing when and
how you use your utilities.
We don’t sell energy efficient equipment or tell our clients how, when or where to use their electricity, water, gas,
etc. We simply audit your utility bills to find errors, orvercharges or alternate rate schedules that will result in a
refund/credit adjustment or a per unit cost reduction of your utility expenses. In most cases, the utility company
employees are not even familiar with all of their own rate schedules, how rates are applied or alternative billing
methods.

?

Answers to Your Utility Audit Questions
PACIFIC UTILITY AUDIT

1.
3.

Here are answers to some of the most commonly asked questions about utility audits

IDoesn’t
can accept
a utility
paying
audit
50 percent
create more
of any
work
refunds/credits
for the property
manager,to
received
business
you after
owner
I receive
and/or
them,
management
but you also
company?
charge 50
percent of future saving generated from your audit for a
future period. What are “future savings”?

Future savings are defined as the reduction of the cost of any utility expense to the client as a direct result of the
utility audit. Here are several examples of future savings, listed below:
Telephone – You have been charged for a phantom line – one that doesn’t exist. We are able to go back past
years for refunds and credits and also bill for future savings. The reason we can bill the client for 50 percent of
the future savings is because this charge would have gone on undetected for years if we hadn’t found it.
Electric – You have a meter constant that was billed at 60, but should have been billed at 30. This is twice as
much electricity as you should have been paying for. This can be corrected for past refunds as well as for future
savings, because your future bills will be 50 percent less after the error is corrected by us.
Water – In a case where you have a multiple dwelling unit building that has had water service charges based on
60 units, but the charges should have been based on 50 units, because they were counting the laundry rooms,
this can be corrected for past refunds as well as for future savings because you will be paying less each month
in the future for water service charges due to our audit.
Sewer – You had been paying sewer fees for a dedicated irrigation meter. We will obtain a refund or credit for
past overcharges and we will also eliminate all sewer fees in the future, resulting in future savings to you as a
result of our audit. This savings will be based on your actual water use for this account each month during the
contract term, multiplied by the actual sewer rates in effect each month, in order to calculate your actual savings
each month – no estimated savings!
Trash – You were billed refuse or trash fees directly by the utility company or city, usually on your water and
sewer bill, and you had been charged for 30 trash bins instead of 23 trash bins. We will correct this error to obtain
a refund or credit for you. The future savings comes from future bills being less, due to our correction of the error.
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Here are answers to some of the most commonly asked questions about utility audits

Another example would be finding an error in calculations, such as a decimal point error. Many times this is a

single error that does not repeat every month, so we can correct this error for a past refund or credit only. Since
you would not be paying for this mistake every month, we would not bill you for any future savings!

1.
4.

How are “future savings” calculated so they
can be verified?

In order for us to bill our clients for utility expense reductions or “future savings”, we simply recalculate your
actual future utility bill or bills at the old rate schedule or with the old billing error, and compare them to your
actual bill or bills that you receive each month in the future, which are now being billed on the new rate schedule
or without the old billing error. The cost difference is the actual utility expense savings to you as a direct result
of our utility audit. We will attach our analysis and any applicable rate schedules and tariffs to all of our invoices.
(See example below)
FUTURE SAVINGS INVOICE EXAMPLE
If we changed a client’s electric rate schedule from an electric
rate 6 to a rate 6L and, as a result, changed their KWH charge
from $.06 per kilowatt hour to $.05 per kilowatt hour, the net
change in their electric cost would be $.01 per kilowatt hour
less. The difference between their old and new electric rates
may change over the contract term from one penny to a penny
and a half, to 7/8 of a penny, etc., but since we keep updated
utility rate schedules or tariffs on file, we would keep track of the
actual cost difference between the two electric rates over the
entire billing period and invoice the client for the actual cost
difference between the two electric rates, based upon their
actual kilowatt hour consumption each month. This data would
be obtained from each month’s actual electric bill for this client’s
account during the contract term.

OLD BILLING: Rate 6
Demand Charge (Summer Month)
142 KW x $13.87
Energy Charge – Total KWH
30,000 KWH @ $.06 (1st 30,000)
9,450 KWH @ $.05 (remaining)
NEW BILLING: Rate 6L
Demand Charge (Summer Month)
Energy Charge – Total KWH
30,000 KWH @ $.05 (1st 30,000)
9,450 KWH @ $.04 (remaining)

$1,969.54

$1,800.00
$ 472.50
$4,242.04
$1,969.54

$1,500.00
$ 378.00
$3,847.54

TOTAL ELECTRIC SAVINGS THIS MONTH: $ 394.50
Invoice Client (our fee)
$ 197.25
Net electric savings this month:
$ 197.25

What are “Future Savings?”
PACIFIC UTILITY AUDIT

Telephone Costs
$0

$400

$800

Pre-Audit Utility Rate

$1200

$1,244.80

schedule—once you select it, you’re locked in for a year. So you
really need to know it’s the best rate. The only way to be sure

P.U.A. Fee
Client Net Savings

is by conducting a thorough audit of the previous year’s energy

Electricity Costs
$4,242.04
$1000

is under no obligation to make sure you have the best rate for
challenge is that—not only is it up to you to choose the right

Client
/mo.
Client net
net savings:
savings: $46.98 /mo.

$0

utilities than what you’re currently paying. Your utility provider
your needs. And they have no financial incentive to do so. The

$1,150.84

Post-Audit Cost

Often, there is a cheaper rate schedule available for your

$2000

$3000

Pre-Audit Utility Rate

$4000

$4,242.04

use. Once Pacific Utility Audit understands your real usage, we
can identify the lowest rate—potentially saving you thousands
of dollars annually. “Future savings” is the actual amount of
money you save after the rate was changed by us. When Pacific Utility Audit finds you a better rate, we split the cost differ-

Post-Audit Cost

$3,847.54

ence. You keep half of the utility savings, we get the other half,
and you still pay less every month for utilities than you would

Client
/mo.
Client net
net savings:
savings: $197.25 /mo.

have without the rate change.

P.U.A. Fee
Client Net Savings

Water/Sewer Costs
$0
$0

$500
$500

$1000
$1000

$1500
$1500

Pre-Audit Utility Rate

$2000
$2000

$3000
$3000

$2,879.09

Post-Audit Cost $2,328.28
Client
Client net
net savings:
savings: $275.40/mo.

P.U.A. Fee
Client Net Savings

$2500
$2500

Find out how much you’ve been overpaying for utilities, get it
back, and pay less in the future by requesting a proposal
package now.

EMAIL: puainc@yahoo.com
WEBSITE: PacificUtilityAudit.com
PHONE: 800.576.1010

PACIFIC UTILITY AUDIT, INC.
20865 State Route 88, Suite A
Markleeville, California 96120-9556
(530) 694-2559 • FAX (530) 694-2569
puainc@yahoo.com

CLIENT:

CONTACT:

ADDRESS:

EMAIL:

Business Contract

TELEPHONE:
*PLEASE RETURN SIGNED WHITE COPIES OF CONTRACTS, ALONG WITH PROPERTY MAP, IF
AVAILABLE, AND COPIES OF MOST RECENT 3 - 12 MONTHS’ UTILITY BILLS. THESE
MATERIALS ARE NECESSARY FOR US TO BEGIN THE AUDIT.

I.
SCOPE AND CONDITIONS
The undersigned, hereinafter called CLIENT, having entered into an agreement in writing this date with PACIFIC UTILITY AUDIT, INC., hereinafter
called PUA, to serve as consultant for the undersigned, in connection with the following UTILITY bills:
1. Water

2. Sewer

3. Refuse

4. Gas

5. Electric

6. Telephone

PUA agrees to examine CLIENT’S utility and telephone accounts for the purpose of determining OVERCHARGES which may now exist, or have existed
on previous billings. PUA will prepare documentation deemed necessary to negotiate with the proper UTILITY COMPANY(S) and TELEPHONE
COMMUNICATION COMPANY(S) to have OVERCHARGES removed and to obtain REFUNDS and/or CREDITS for PAST OVERCHARGES, or rate
reductions/error corrections for FUTURE SAVINGS.
II.
RECOVERED CHARGES
CLIENT agrees to pay PUA fifty (50%) percent of all recovered utility overcharge that CLIENT receives in the form of REFUND(S) or CREDIT(S). Payment
shall be due within thirty (30) days from the date the CREDIT first appears on CLIENT’S utility billing or thirty (30) days from receipt of REFUND. Shall
payment not be received by PUA within thirty (30) days from the date the REFUND or CREDIT is received by CLIENT or appears on CLIENT’S billing,
CLIENT will be considered delinquent, and subject to any provisions below.
III. FUTURE BILLING REDUCTIONS
In the event PUA is successful in obtaining a REDUCTION in CLIENT’S utility bills, whether by correction of error(s), rate changes, meter changes, changes
in billing or nay combination thereof, during the contract term, that shall manifest in FUTURE UTILITY SAVINGS, CLIENT agrees to pay PUA fifty (50%)
percent of the UTILITY SAVINGS FOR A THIRTY-SIX (36) month period beginning the date the utility savings FIRST appears on CLIENT’S bills. CLIENT
agrees to send requested future utility bills to PUA, if necessary, for calculation of fees owed to PUA. ALL FEES are due and payable within thirty (30) days
of such appearance.
IV. ACCELERATION CLAUSE AND INTEREST
Should CLIENT’S account become DELINQUENT, PUA may, with proper written notice to CLIENT, demand that all fees earned by PUA are now due and
payable. This includes fees for all past, present and future earned fees. CLIENT agrees to pay interest at a rate of 1 1/2% per month on any delinquent
account balance.
V.
TERM
The term of this agreement shall be ONE (1) year form the date of acceptance and shall continue thereafter for consecutive ONE (1) year periods, unless
cancelled by written notice at least NINETY (90) days prior to the beginning of any renewal period, return receipt requested.
VI. COOPERATION
CLIENT shall give full cooperation to PUA in completing any forms and providing required information, as well as copies of appropriate documented
backup, in a timely manner, including but not limited to utility bills, utility company authorization forms, credit or refund documentation, and/or any related
correspondence from whatever source received with regard to CLIENT’S utilities.
VII. ARBITRATION CLAUSE
Any controversy or claim arising out of or relating to this contract, or the breach of, shall be settled by arbitration in accordance with the Commercial
Arbitration Rules of the American Arbitration Association, and judgment upon the award rendered by the arbitrator(s) may be entered in any court having
jurisdiction thereof. The prevailing party in such action shall be entitled to recover reasonable attorney’s fees and costs in an amount allowed by law.
VIII. ACKNOWLEDGMENT
CLIENT acknowledges that he/she has read and fully understands all of the terms and conditions of this agreement before signing, and has received a copy
of this agreement upon execution thereof, and is the legal agent for client.

Executed At:
Agreed to and Accepted this:

.
day of

, 20

PACIFIC UTILITY AUDIT, INC.:
BY:

CLIENT:
BY:

TITLE:

FOR:

.

PACIFIC UTILITY AUDIT, INC.
20865 State Route 88, Suite A
Markleeville, California 96120-9556
(530) 694-2559 • FAX (530) 694-2569
puainc@yahoo.com

Statement of Policy
Addendum to Business Contract

The undersigned, hereinafter called CLIENT, having entered into an agreement in writing this date with PACIFIC UTILITY AUDIT, INC.,
hereinafter called PUA, to serve as consultant for the undersigned, agree to the following:
1.

PUA only represents its CLIENTS on an exclusive utility auditing agency contract.

2. PUA is compensated if results are obtained by credit, refund and/or reduction of any future utility bills as a direct result of
PUA’s utility audit.
3. PUA signs its CLIENTS on a term contract in the future. PUA is also able to go back to the utility and telephone companies as
back as the Statute of Limitation allows for credits, refunds or utility bill reductions.
4. There is no case that is ever final. If something new appears with regard to CLIENT’S utility bills, PUA can go in for additional
credits, refunds, and future utility billing reductions during the contract term.
5. The main purpose of monitoring future utility and telephone bills is to make sure that all future bills are correct. Unless there are
specific utility bills that PUA needs in order to calculate actual utility savings to CLIENT as a result of PUA’s utility audit, it is the
CLIENT’S option to continue to send PUA their utility bills each month for review.
6. PUA’s technicians and staff spend whatever time is necessary on the utility bills submitted to them by the CLIENT to obtain
the best results for the CLIENT. It is generally 180 days for a Preliminary Utility Analysis report to be completed and sent to the
CLIENT after the start date of the utility audit.
7. Cooperation from the CLIENT is required so that PUA can obtain the best possible results in the quickest amount of time, so
that no time is wasted by either side.
8. All telephone and utility bills will be prepared and presented to the utility and telephone companies by PUA’s technicians and
staff. All negotiations for recover of overcharges and/or reductions in future utility bills will be handled by PUA’s technicians and
staff.
9. PUA expects its CLIENTS to pay in a timely manner, within 30 days after billing takes place for utility savings, or within 30 days
after billing takes place for refunds or credits.
10. All utility and telephone bills must be paid at all times by the CLIENT, even if PUA is representing you in a dispute with the
utility or telephone company.
11. PUA will keeps its CLIENTS apprised of the results they find on an on-going basis, and summarize their findings in the
Preliminary Utility Analysis report, which is sent to CLIENT upon completion of the utility audit.
12. PUA must have permission to have on-site inspections of the CLIENT’S property(s) when necessary.
13. Due to the time lapse between the date CLIENT signs contract and the date that PUA can start to invoice CLIENT for any
utility savings, the Contract Term and the Future Billing Reductions Term of the Business Contract do not run concurrently.
CLIENT:

DATE:

PUA:

DATE:

PACIFIC UTILITY AUDIT, INC.
20865 State Route 88, Suite A
Markleeville, California 96120-9556
(530) 694-2559 • FAX (530) 694-2569
puainc@yahoo.com

DATE:

CUSTOMER:

TO:

ADDRESS:

Authorization Form

ACCOUNT NUMBER:

Dear Sirs:
PACIFIC UTILITY AUDIT, INC. is hereby engaged and authorized to act as agent and consultant for the undersigned in all matters pertaining
to our telephone or utility account(s) with your company. We request that your provide PACIFIC UTILITY AUDIT, INC. with billing records,
equipment records, service records or any additional information deemed necessary by PACIFIC UTILITY AUDIT, INC. to adequately audit our
account(s). This Letter of authorization is valid through
.

AGREED:
Signature

Title or Position

DATE:

APPROVED:

Telephone
“PACIFIC UTILITY AUDIT, INC.”

BY:
TITLE:
DATE:

